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DJ in Sydney, NSWNino Brown is a DJ that needs no introduction. Forging a career

through hardwork, showmanship and talent, Nino Brown has succeeded in areas

many could only dream of. Regularly appearing at clubs around Australia, and South

East Asia, Nino Brown brings hype and entertainment to any venue with his unique

party rocking sets featuring exclusives from some of the world’s hottest

entertainers. It’s this originality that has seen the DJ climb to the top of his game

and share the stage with artists such as Jay-Z, Rihanna, T-Pain, Chris Brown, Nelly,

Jason De Rulo, Pia Mia, T.I. Ne-Yo, Pitbull and Snoop, plus tour the country as the

official DJ for one of Australia’s most popular artists Tim Omaji.There isn’t a single

urban DJ in Australia that can say they have participated on all levels of DJing at the

level Nino Brown has. His work ethic, innovative concepts and original club shows

have set a high standard for many to follow. As he continues to set trends and

break records around the country, it’s only a matter of time before Australian

audiences will walk away from a Nino Brown show with a big smile, ultimate

satisfaction and an eagerness for him to grace their favourite venue again. And

regardless of where he is around the globe, Nino Brown is happiest when he is

behind a set of turntables rocking the crowd in a way only he knows how.You can

catch Nino on air every Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday night on The Edge

96.ONE, every Friday night nationally on The Drop on Austereo, every Sunday night

on Mai FM in New Zealand, plus Nino is the official DJ on Supreme Clientele Radio on

worldwide radio station Dash Radio which airs every Wednesday night in the USA

(Thursday morning in Australia).
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